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ABSTRACT Traction power systems are susceptible to service affecting electrical faults or disturbances.
These may cause interruptions of the power supply to the trains, affecting systems operations and causing
major delays. Therefore, accuracy in fault reporting and fault location is vital in the decision-making
processes that will result in shorter outage periods.The evaluation and analysis of traction power protection
systems has become vital to improve the system reliability and reduce outages and related costs. Line
impedance measurements form an integral part of fault analysis and distance location due to the use
of impedance relays in protection systems. This paper shows the importance of conducting impedance
measurements in order to improve the accuracy of distance protection relays. In this paper, impedance
measurements were conducted and the measured results were compared with the theoretical values. The
feeder to earth, catenary to earth and feeder to catenary impedance measurements were conducted and used
in the impedance calculations and analysis. The earth resistances for all line sections were also measured.
Furthermore, the line impedance measurements were used for the calculation of the compensation for the
earth return factor with specific application in protection settings optimisation for a traction power system.
This has helped to improve the accuracy of the protection parameters. The protection settings parameters
were revised as a result.

INDEX TERMS Impedance measurements, power system, protection, feeder, catenary, traction,
autotransformer.

I. INTRODUCTION
Ever since the Gautrain project in Johannesburg, South
Africa, was commissioned in June 2010, a lot of power
system faults have been experienced and efforts have been
made to adjust the relay parameters in order to improve the
protection system. Line impedance measurements were taken
as part of improving the protection settings accuracy. For a
distance protection relay to detect and operate for a fault accu-
rately, the relay depends on the accuracy of the impedance
settings. Fault-loop impedance measurements form an inte-
gral part of distance protection relays [1].

The measurement of line impedance as it applies to power
transmission lines has been studied before [2]–[4], but in this
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paper, the measurement of impedances and the application of
the results and its benefits is applied to an existing autotrans-
former traction system. The concept of distance protection
for traction overhead wiring (OHW) is the same as that of
power system transmission lines, however, the configuration
of the protected system is different and the load is dynamic.
The contribution of voltage and current of this dynamic load
is discussed in section II. The existence of rail, the aerial
earth conductor (AEC) and the buried earth conductor (BEC)
impedances, as well as the configuration of the catenary
conductors and feeder conductors, makes it different from
that of transmission lines.

The combination of the catenary wire and the contact wire
is generally known as the ‘‘catenary system’’. This consists
of a catenary wire and a contact wire which is supported
by droppers throughout the alignment. The catenary wire
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has different properties and impedance from the contact wire
but the two are designed to share the current. In addition,
the entire OHW network has several tensioning weights and
overlaps which also contribute to the difference in impedance
when compared to transmission lines. Overlaps are when two
catenary wires, connected in the middle by a jumper, run in
parallel for about two to three spans at the beginning/end of
tension lengths. Each end is connected to a tensioning weight
whose prime purpose is to restrict the sag and elongation due
to temperature variations. This arrangement of the catenary
system as described in this paragraph makes it complicated to
obtain correct impedances from the conductor specifications
and apply them as a function of distance without conducting
measurements, as is often the case with power transmission
lines.

In a distance protection scheme such as the one dis-
cussed in this paper, two similar relays are installed at sub-
stations on both ends of the line. Both these relays detect
the fault and send communications signals to each other so
as to isolate and eliminate the fault. The accuracy of the
impedance values plays a major role in this activity. Dis-
tance protection systems require correct system parameters
and accurate relay settings to improve the accuracy of the
protection system [2], [4]. The earth conditions can influence
voltage and current values [3], [5], hence, there is need for
on-site measurements which would give relatively accurate
parameters.

In this paper, a multi conductor power transmission line
approach to determine the self and mutual impedances is
undertaken [2], [6]. The difference in the theoretical, cal-
culated impedances from the conductor supplier and the
physically measured values; and its application in impedance
protection settings is analysed and discussed. The other ben-
efit of conducting line impedance measurements is the ability
to use the results for the calculation of the compensation for
the earth return factor for protection settings optimisation.
This factor has been identified as a contributing factor to the
accuracy of the impedance settings [4]. References [2]–[4]
have done research on this factor with reference to high
voltage (HV) transmission lines, however, further application
in relation to 2 × 25 kV AC traction systems has not been
encountered during this research. In the Gautrain, this factor
has been set to a default value or factory recommended
setting. In this paper, the measured impedances are used to
calculate the compensation for the earth return and its correct
usage in relation to 2 × 25 kV AC traction systems is further
discussed.

The Gautrain is a rapid rail system that transports pas-
sengers between Pretoria and Johannesburg, and between
Johannesburg and OR Tambo International Airport in South
Africa. The Gautrain power supply system consists of one
Main Propulsion Substation (MPS) and five remotely located
autotransformer paralleling substations (APSs). The electric
traction system typically receives high voltage (HV) power
at the MPS from a high voltage primary source and steps
it down to lower voltages for distribution to trains. In the

South African context, its uniqueness in being the only rapid
rail system with train design speeds of 160 km/h and its
employment of the APSs makes it interesting in conducting
research on system performance related subject matters.

Each traction power system around the world has its
own challenges in terms of performance and power system
protection because each one has different design parame-
ters, unique earth and environmental considerations, different
impedances, unique train/overhead wiring (OHW) interac-
tion and different protection philosophies. Contrary to the
Gautrain, some traction systems in other research have two
traction supply stations at both ends of the track with several
APS along the way [7], hence, the need to study Gautrain
as a different system from other systems around the world.
The series impedances of the traction transformers and the
autotransformers are of important consideration [8], although
this paper only discusses the line impedances of the OHW
equipment between the substations.

This paper is organised as follows: section I is the intro-
duction, section II describes the Gautrain power supply sys-
tem, section III describes the APS, and section IV describes
distance protection and line impedance in traction systems.
Section V gives an analysis of the line impedances of the
Gautrain 25 kV AC traction system, section VI explains the
OHW line impedance measurements set-up, section VII are
the results, section VIII are the discussions and analysis of
results, and section IX is the conclusion.

II. GAUTRAIN POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM
The Gautrain System receives 88 kV AC, 50 Hz from the
national power supply company Eskom and steps it down to
50 kV (2 × 25 kV) AC using 4 × 40 MVA traction trans-
formers. The 88 kV AC power is supplied from a three-phase
network and only two phases per transformer are connected
as shown in Figure 1. For security of high voltage primary
power supply, redundancy is provided by supplying from
two different Eskom feeders with enough capacity to supply
the entire Gautrain network per Eskom feeder. The Eskom
feeders are connected at two different substations that also
have different power supply sources.

Figure 1 is a simplified circuit of theGautrain power supply
and distribution (PS&D) system. The diagram shows the

FIGURE 1. Simplified gautrain power supply and distribution system
showing two out of four 40 MVA transformers and one of five APSs.
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configuration of the 88 kV: 50 kV (2 × 25kV) transformers
and how they are connected to feed the track to the south and
to the north of the MPS. Outside the MPS on the OHW there
is a neutral section to separate the different phases when the
trainsmove from the north to south of theMPS and vice versa.
This is also known as a phase split in other systems [9].

Figure 1 shows how the catenary and the feeder are con-
nected to the OHW and how the neutral of the traction trans-
formers and the autotransformer are connected to the traction
return circuits. For simplicity, one APS with a 5 MVA, 25 kV
AC autotransformer is shown out of a total of five APS
comprising of two APSs in the south and three APSs in the
north with the smallest APS having one autotransformer and
the biggest with three autotransformers.

The functioning of all the APSs is the same but its siz-
ing and location relative to the MPS and relative to each
other is based on power flow and load flow calculations and
simulations. In this case the shortest distance between the
substations is 5.14 km and the furthest is 17.98 km.

In the MPS, two of the four transformers supply the north
of the lines towards Pretoria and the other two supply the
south towards Park station in Johannesburg and OR Tambo
airport. In each direction only one of the transformers is used
at any given time with the other transformer being used for
back up. This arrangement forms an n-1 redundancy in each
direction north and south of the MPS in case one of the trans-
formers fails or needs to be switched off for maintenance.
The arrangement further gives more flexibility for the entire
network to be supplied using only one transformer with a
reduced load and with the neutral section closed. The two
EskomHV feeders are separated by a bus-section which gives
the flexibility to supply the entire system from either of the
HV feeders by closing the bus-section. The neutral terminal
on the secondary side of each MPS transformer is connected
to a common neutral busbar, which in turn is earthed to the
MPS ground/earth grid and connected to the rail and aerial
earth conductors of the OHW. Similarly, at the APS, the neu-
tral terminals of the autotransformers are also connected to a
common neutral busbar, which is also connected to the earth
grid, the rail and the aerial earth conductors of the OHW.

Figure 2 shows the OHW arrangement. The 25 kV AC
is distributed to the OHW in the form of two conductors
(2 × 25 kV) for use by the trains. The OHW consists of
catenary/contact conductors, feeder conductors and the earth
wire. The return circuit consists of the rail tracks, the AEC
and the BEC which is installed along the entire track. The
return circuit is also connected to the earth grids of the MPS
and the APSs as well as the neutral busbars in all the substa-
tions. Power is continuously transferred to the trains through
the train pantograph which collects power from the contact
wire at 25 kV AC.

III. AUTO-TRANSFORMER PARALLELING SYSTEMS
As can be expected, there are severe voltage drops along
the OHW power distribution system, hence, the APSs are
located at remotely distributed points in the system as per

FIGURE 2. OHW arrangement.

TABLE 1. Voltage of overhead contact line [10].

design calculations and load flow studies [5]. The APSs
are designed to keep voltages in admissible ranges that are
given in Table 1 [10]. At the APS, the voltages are balanced
between the catenary and the autotransformer neutral, and
between the feeder and the autotransformer neutral, and the
return current is distributed in a balanced manner between the
two phases [8]. In this configuration, there is a 180◦ phase
difference between the feeder and the catenary [8], [11]. The
catenary wire is considered to be positive and the feeder wire
is negative [7]. In the APS configuration, the return current
flows in the AEC, rail and the BEC.

As compared with other AC traction power supply systems
such as the booster transformer system, the autotransformer
is found to be the most suitable for this application. Its
advantage is that it can be implementedwith a smaller number
of substations and that the use of higher voltages makes it
more efficient as this results in lower losses [5], [9]. The
autotransformer traction supply system has lower currents,
voltage drop, and electromagnetic interference with the com-
munication lines [12]. The distance between APSs is long,
up to 15-18 km as compared to booster stations which are 3 to
5 km apart [11]. The voltage level of the system is considered
to be double as it is 50 kV AC between the catenary and the
feeder [11], hence lower losses for the same power drawn
from the system as compared to booster systems in addition to
lower voltage drops [11], [13]. Autotransformers are always
energised whereas booster transformers get energised only
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when there is a train in the vicinity [11], [13]. A booster
transformer forces the current through the catenary and the
return circuit to be equal. This configuration minimises the
leakage current through the ground [11]. It is also advan-
tageous that the HV source of the 88 kV AC supply is at
one location rather than in many locations along the system
as the APS does not require any HV supply. Any variations
in voltages are regulated using the tap changers that form
part of the MPS traction transformers. Electromagnetic inter-
ference (EMI) problems between the traction and the other
circuits such as communication and signalling are eliminated
by the design [5], [9], [12]. The APS configuration for a com-
plete APS with two autotransformers is shown in Figure 3.

FIGURE 3. APS configuration circuit.

An explanation of how the APS system works is best illus-
trated in the current distribution diagram in Figure 4[12], [13].
In Figure 4, the autotransformer substation is under load if
there are trains in proximity or in sections supplied by that
substation [13], [14]. The current in the traction return circuit
(I) is equal to the total current in the autotransformer (I/2+I/2)
as shown in Figure 4 [15]–[17].

FIGURE 4. Current distribution in an autotransformer system.

The autotransformer primary side is connected from the
OHW between the feeder and catenary, and the secondary is
the centre tap connection between the feeder and the catenary.
This kind of configuration is also found in other autotrans-
former traction systems around the world [14], [15], [17].

The centre tap of each autotransformer is connected to the
rails immediately outside the APS enclosure and to the earth
wire via overhead cables. Research in [14] also describes a
system which is close to the Gautrain system in design except
for the supply voltages which are higher. In addition, the rails
are connected to the buried earth conductor (BEC) which runs
along the entire rail. The autotransformer configuration gives
a voltage of 25 kV AC between the catenary and earth, and
a voltage of 25 kV AC between feeder and earth. Therefore,
the voltage between the feeder and catenary is 50 kV AC.

IV. DISTANCE PROTECTION AND LINE IMPEDANCE IN
TRACTION SYSTEMS
Line impedance measurements form an integral part of power
systems protection because these systems use what is com-
monly known as distance protection or impedance protection.
Protection for OHW uses distance or impedance protection
as discussed in this paper. The impedance relays in their
configuration work by measuring the loop impedance using
voltage and current signals [1]. A description of how fault
loop impedance measurement is conducted for transmission
lines is mentioned in [1], [4] and the same principle can be
applied to traction systems. This is illustrated in Figure 9.
The equivalent model of a traction system can be constructed
using equivalent self-impedances and mutual-impedances of
the system [18], [19].

In several research papers [20]–[22], it is proposed that
the OHW system could be expressed by a reduced equivalent
model which represents the feeder, the catenary/contact wire
conductor group, and return/grounded circuits. The same
approach is used in this paper. The return/grounded circuit
consisting of the rail, earth wire and BEC are generally
grouped together [9]. This is illustrated and discussed in
section V of this paper. The path of the return currents and
the faults currents is through the rail and the other conductors
that are at earth potential [9].

The following types of faults are found in a traction power
supply system such as the Gautrain:

• Catenary-to-ground fault
• Feeder-to-ground fault
• Feeder-catenary-to-ground fault
• Feeder-to-catenary fault (no ground)
• Earth fault
• Overcurrent fault

On adopting the protection relays to traction systems,
catenary-to-ground and feeder-to-ground faults are in essence
phase-to-ground faults and the catenary-to-feeder faults are
phase-to-phase faults. Hence in a 2 × 25 kV the loop
impedance, referred to in [2]–[4] for transmission lines will
be either between catenary, feeder and earth, or between
either feeder and earth or catenary and earth. When these
faults occur, both the feeder and catenary circuits are dis-
connected by means of double pole circuit breakers on both
ends of the line section in response to a trip signal or com-
mand issued by the distance protection relays [8]. In order
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TABLE 2. Zones and operating times.

to trip selectively, the impedance settings should be correct
and like in transmission lines, the protected lines for traction
systems are also defined and divided into protection zones as
in Zone 1, Zone 2 and Zone 3. The auto-reclose cycle and
the lockout procedure of circuit breakers are as defined in
protection philosophies of companies designing the protec-
tion systems. Protection settings are designed for sensitivity
to detect all potential faults, and to clear the faults as fast as
possible, selectively clearing only the part of the network that
has a power system fault. This improves system reliability
because only circuit breakers that are required to operate will
open to isolate the fault.

In general, in order to fulfil the distance protection philoso-
phy of a traction power supply system, the relays on both ends
of the line are interconnected using fibre optic cables to act as
a communication link for the transmission of the permissive
trip signals.

In the Gautrain, the relays used have quadrilateral char-
acteristics which have been designed not to encroach the
traction load. The zone 1 reach of each relay is set to
85% of the line section impedance between the substations
taking into consideration current transformer (CT), voltage
transformer (VT) and relay errors. This again illustrates the
importance of correct impedance values as this might result
in over-reaching if incorrect impedance values are used. The
zone 2 reach is set to be more than 100% of the protected
section to reach beyond the transformers in the end-of section
substation with reference to the relay being set. This is set
with a delay time, whereas, zone 1 is set to trip instanta-
neously with a single attempt auto-reclose (ARC) allowed.
Both zone 1 and zone 2 are set to be in the forward direc-
tion, whereas zone 3 which acts as a back-up is set to be
non-directional with a time delay to cover the entire network.
For Zone 3, non-directional means that the settings can either
be forward or reverse looking. In this case, the forward direc-
tion is set on the feeding substation relays and the reverse
is set for the incoming relays. All these settings are subject
to the protection philosophy of the utility implementing the
settings and may differ from one traction project to another.
The summary of the operating times of each zone for the
system in this case study is given in Table 2.

V. LINE IMPEDANCE ANALYSIS OF GAUTRAIN
25 kV AC TRACTIONS SYSTEM
In this section, the relationship between the impedances of the
return circuit and theOHWcircuits is presented. Although the
Gautrain railway system consists of two tracks, for analysis,

only one of the tracks is used in this paper. Mathematical
modelling of 25 kV traction systems involves the interaction
of feeder and catenary conductors with ground and earth
wires. This modelling is complex as it also involves the
magnetic and electric field relationship between different
conductors, as well as distributed conductance of the con-
ductors [23]. Research in [23] discusses the power frequency
and power quality; hence, these models are discussed in a
greater detail, and also include the electromagnetic relation-
ship between the live conductors and the ground conductors
as compared to this paper whose main focus is the accuracy
of line impedances.

The relationship between the return circuit impedances is
shown in Figure 5.

FIGURE 5. Traction return circuit impedances.

This comprises the earth wire impedance Zew, also known
as the aerial earth conductor (AEC), substations earth grid
impedance Zgrid, the impedance of the buried earth con-
ductor Zbec and the rail impedance Zrail. The value of Zew
is determined by the AC impedance of the aerial earthing
conductor and the distance between the APS and the MPS.
The values of Zbec and Zgrid are determined by the geometry
of the buried earthing conductor, the geometry of the earthing
grid, conductor-to-earth conductance, rail-to-earth conduc-
tance and the soil resistivity in the local area [4], [5], [24].

This interconnection is best illustrated using Figure 6.
Figure 6 shows the interconnection between the AEC, BEC,
rail and the APS earthing grid. At each APS location there
is an earthing grid installed within the perimeter of the APS
reserve. All electrical equipment is earthed, andmetal support
structures within the APS are electrically connected to the
earthing grid. The APS earthing grid is electrically connected
to the buried earthing conductor and to the aerial earthing
conductors.

In the event of a fault within the APS, fault current will be
returned to theMPS or dissipated to remote earth via theMPS
and APS earthing grids, the buried earthing conductor and
the aerial earthing conductors. The amount of current flowing
through each return path is dependent on the resistance of the
return path.

The impedances of a section of line between the MPS
and the APS or between two APSs can be summarized by
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FIGURE 6. Traction return circuit connection at the APS.

FIGURE 7. Equivalent electric circuit of a section of line.

FIGURE 8. The railway equivalent impedance of the grounded circuit.

Figures 7 and 8. Figure 7 and 8 does not take into consider-
ation the impedances of the MPS transformers and the APS
autotransformers.

The impedances in Figures 7 and 8 are defined as follows:
Zew, Zbec,Zgrid are the impedances of the aerial earthing

conductor which runs on the overhead along the entire rail-
way between the APS and the MPS, the buried earthing con-
ductor to remote earth, and the substation earthing conductor
to remote earth respectively.

Zc is the catenary wire impedance, Zf is the feeder wire
impedance, and Zr is the railway equivalent impedance of
the grounded circuit consisting of Zew and Zrail. Zrail is the
impedance of the rails and the BEC which is buried parallel
the rail (in case of the Gautrain), and Zg is the rail-ground
impedance.

The mutual impedances are defined as follows:
Zcf is the mutual impedance of the catenary and the feeder,

Zcr is the mutual impedance of the catenary and the grounded
circuit, Zfr is the mutual impedance of the feeder and the
grounded circuit, and Zer is the mutual impedance of the earth
wire and the rail.

The grounded circuit in Figure 5 can be expressed as
follows [25], [26]:

ZewIew+ZerIrail=ZrailIrail + ZerIew = ZrIr (1)

Irail + Iew = Ir (2)

From 1 and 2,

Irail= (
Zew − Zer

Zrail + Zew − 2Zer
)Ir (3)

and

Iew= (
Zrail − Zer

Zrail + Zew − 2Zer
)Ir (4)

Substituting (3) and (4) into (1) gives the following equa-
tion of the equivalent circuit [25]:

Zr= (
ZewZrail − Z2

er

Zrail + Zew − 2Zer
) (5)

The relationship between the mutual impedances of the
catenary and rail equivalent impedance in Figures 7 and 8 can
be expressed as [25]:

Zcr= (
Zcew

Zew
+

Zcrail

Zrail
)Zr (6)

where Zcew is the mutual impedance of the catenary and the
earth wire and Zcrail is the mutual impedance of the catenary
and the rail.

The relationship between the mutual impedances of the
feeder and rail equivalent impedance can be expressed
as [25], [26]:

Zfr= (
Zfew

Zew
+

Zfrail

Zrail
)Zr (7)

where Zfew is the mutual impedance of the feeder and the
earth wire and Zfrail is the mutual impedance of the feeder
and the rail.

The amount of fault impedance does not affect the line
impedance calculations. The line impedance is fixed once a
type of conductor and the length of line is determined or in
this case once the impedance is measured and included in
the calculation and determination of the relay characteristic
and settings. The line impedance, therefore, does not change,
however the fault impedance itself varies depending on the
type and location of the fault. These fault impedances regard-
less of fault typemust bewithin the characteristics of the relay
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FIGURE 9. Fault loop for a feeder to catenary to earth fault (F-C-E).

in order for it to operate. During a fault condition, the mea-
sured fault current increases and the voltage gets depressed,
and the impedance as measured by the relays decreases,
thereby initiating a trip command. For the impedance pro-
tection to work accurately, the line impedances are set as
per the line impedance calculations and the fault impedances
on fault occurrence are, therefore, compared with these pre-
set constant values by the relay which then initiates trips
whenever lower impedances are detected. So, a distinction
is made between the line impedance settings and the fault
impedances. Similarly, for high impedance faults, the relays
will not operate and clear as they do not pick up impedances
higher than the line impedance and they would also fall out
of the quadrilateral characteristics of the relay, especially
in zone 1. This is usually the case during high resistance
faults caused by, for example, fires and trees. These types of
faults won’t be detected especially in the zone 1 of the relay,
but in some cases they may be detected in zone 2 or zone
3 which has some delayed operating times incorporated into
the settings.

According to references [2]–[4] who did work on HV
transmission lines, the compensation factor for the earth
return (KE) is defined as the ratio between the earth
impedance and the impedance of the fault loop.

KE = ZE/ZL (8)

Hence, for a 2× 25 kV AC autotransformer system which
utilises a feeder and catenary;

ZE = Zr (9)

Zr = Zrail//Zaew//Zbec (10)

ZL = Zc//Zf + Zr (11)

The impedance loop can be illustrated by Figure 9 and
compensation factor for the earth return can, therefore,
be defined as;

KE = (
Zr

Zr + Zc//Zf
) (12)

The results for this factor will also be discussed under
Section VII.

VI. OHW LINE IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS SET-UP
In general, an OHW system consists of various components
that can influence the line impedances, as well as factors
like soil properties and adjacent conductors. These include
the impedance parameters that were discussed in section IV.
Therefore, to ensure the accuracy of distance protection cal-
culations and settings, it is vital to obtain accurate OHW line
impedances. On-site measurements eliminate the uncertain-
ties and inaccuracies that may come with distance protection
settings that are calculated using the manufacturer’s conduc-
tor data.

The impedances were measured using a combination of
the Omicron CPC 100 primary injection, variable frequency
test and the Omicron CP CU1 coupling unit. Several test
loops were set and current was injected into those loops and
impedances were measured. Examples of the measurement
circuits are given in Figures 9 and 10.

FIGURE 10. Feeder to earth measurements.

In the measurement set-up of Figures 9 and 10, some of the
earth cables were installed for isolation purposes with some
being installed to complete the measurement loop.

Using the setup in Figure 9, measurements were done
between the MPS and APS2. A portable earth cable was
installed at the APS and the variable test set was connected
between the feeder and earth. A 50 A current was then
injected at various frequencies varying from 30 Hz to 70 Hz
and readings were recorded on the set. According to ref-
erence [3], [4] who conducted measurements on high volt-
age transmission lines, impedance measurements are more
accurate when measured at the selected frequencies rather
than the mains frequency. In Figure 10, measurements were
done between the MPS and APS2. A portable cable was
installed at the APS between the feeder and catenary in order
to form a loop and the variable test set was connected between
the feeder and catenary at the MPS. A 50 A current was
then injected at 30 Hz and 70 Hz frequencies, and readings
were recorded on the set. To confirm the accuracy of the
results, a total of four measurements were conducted per each
impedance loop.
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TABLE 3. Track A catenary and feeder to earth measurements.

TABLE 4. Feeder to catenary measurements.

TABLE 5. Measurements between Track A and Track B.

As can be seen from the results in Tables 3 to 5, the differ-
ence between themaximum andminimummeasured values is
very small. The Omicron equipment measures with a degree
of high accuracy.

VII. LINE IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS RESULTS AND
COMPARISON WITH CALCULATED IMPEDANCES
FROM DATA SHEETS
Although the Gautrain railway network comprises of six
Substations including one MPS and five APSs, only the

results between the MPS and APS2, and a summary of MPS
to APS1 are discussed in this paper. The APSs are named
APS1 to APS5. APS1 and APS2 are the nearest to the MPS,
whereby, APS1 is located on the southern side of the neu-
tral section shown in Figure 1, and APS2 is located on the
northern side of the neutral section. APS3 is located north of
APS2 and APS4 is located north of APS3 at the end of the
tracks. APS5 is located near the OR Tambo airport, east of
APS1 and close to the end of the tracks. APS1 is located at the
beginning of a 16 km tunnel and there is no other APS south
of APS1 at the end of track, hence, no impedance protection
is applied in the tunnel section. For clarity on the results, the
location of the APSs relative to the MPS and the line sections
are as illustrated on Figure 11.

FIGURE 11. Catenary to feeder measurements.

In addition, the system comprises of two tracks, Track A
and Track B, which run parallel to each other. Table 3 shows
the impedances of Track A only, and Tables 4 and 5 are the
impedances of both Track A and Track B.

Table 3 to 5 are the results of measurements conducted
in two sections of the entire OHW system, namely MPS to
APS2 and MPS to APS1, although the impedances of all
line sections that are illustrated in Figure 11 were measured.
Table 3 represents the catenary to earth impedance measure-
ments, as well as, the feeder to earth impedance measure-
ments for track A. The tables also show the impedance values
at two different frequencies whose significance is explained
section VI.

Tables 6 and 7 are the results summary showing the
impedances that are used for protection settings calculations.
The tables show a comparison between the new impedances
obtained from the measurements and original impedance val-
ues calculated from the conductor data sheets. Table 6 shows
the impedances of the line section from the MPS to APS2,
whereas, Table 7 represents the impedances of the section of
the traction line from the MPS to APS1.
NB: The % error is a comparison between measured values

and the calculated impedance values.
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FIGURE 12. Location of all APS relative to the MPS.

TABLE 6. Results summary-MPS to APS2.

TABLE 7. Results summary-MPS to APS1.

Tables 8 and 9 are the earth return compensation factors for
all the sections of the line. The tables are divided into north
and south sections relative to theMPS and the neutral section.

Figures 12 and 13 are graphs comparing the measured
impedances with the calculated impedances of the line
section from the MPS to APS 2. Figures 14 and 15 are graphs
comparing the measured impedances with the calculated
impedances of the same line section from the MPS to APS1.

TABLE 8. Earth return compensation factor for north of line.

TABLE 9. Earth return compensation factor for south of line.

FIGURE 13. MPS to APS 2 Catenary Measured and Calculated Impedance
Comparison.

VIII. DISCUSSIONS AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The impedances of the catenary and feeder conductors differ
because they are made of different conductor types with
different parameters, and they also have different configura-
tions.

In Table 3, for the catenary wire, the percentage difference
between the resistance and reactance measured at 70 Hz and
that measured at 30 Hz is 5.22 % and 2.06 % respectively.
The percentage difference between the reactance measured
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FIGURE 14. MPS to APS2 feeder measured and calculated impedance
comparison.

FIGURE 15. MPS to APS1 catenary measured and calculated impedance
comparison.

at 70 Hz and that measured at 30 Hz is 2.06% and 2.14% for
the catenary and feeder respectively.

In Table 3, for the feeder wire, the percentage difference
between the resistance and reactance measured at 70 Hz and
that measured at 30 Hz is 5.22% and 2.14% respectively.
The protection settings are, therefore, based on the average
impedance.

Table 4 represents the feeder to catenary measure-
ments. In this table, the percentage difference between the
impedance measured at 30 Hz and that measured at 70 Hz is
smaller at 2.42% and 3.91% for the A and B line respectively.
The percentage difference between the impedance measured
at 30 Hz and that measured at 70 Hz is smaller at 0.49% and
0.35% for the A and B line respectively.

Table 5 represents impedancemeasurements between track
A and track B. The catenary and feeder impedance were

measured between track A and track B respectively. For these
measurements, a portable cable was connected between the
feeder conductors for both lines and between the catenary
conductors for both lines at the APS and the current was
injected at theMPS. As in the previous results, the percentage
difference in impedance values is very small. The percent-
age difference between impedance at 30 Hz and impedance
measured at 70 Hz for track A catenary to track B catenary
measurements is 2.52% and 0.86% for the resistance and
reactance respectively. Similarly, the percentage difference
for the track A to track B feeder impedance is 4.06% and
1.20% for the resistance and reactance respectively.

Overall, the smaller percentage difference in the values
measured shows that a change in the frequencies does not
impact on the results. This is significant when making a
decision to use measured impedances for settings calcula-
tions in that the frequencies other than 50Hz can be used
without the need for any further validation for their accuracy.
The protection settings are, therefore, based on the average
impedance.

In Table 6 and Figure 14 for the catenary conductor
impedances between MPS and APS2, there is an error
of 47.87 % and 50.67 % for resistance and reactance respec-
tively when comparing the calculated and the measure values.
In Table 7 and Figure 14, for the catenary conductor, there is
an error of 47.86 % and 50.93 % for resistance and reactance
respectively.

In Table 6 and as illustrated in Figure 13, for the feeder
conductor impedances between MPS and APS2, there is an
error of 5.24 % and 56.84 % for the resistance and reactance
respectivelywhen comparing the calculated and themeasured
values. In Table 7 and figure 15, for feeder conductor, there is
an error of 4 % and 56.92 % for the resistance and reactance
respectively. This represents a significant percentage differ-
ence between the measured reactance and the original calcu-
lated values. The percentage error for the resistive component
for the feeder wire is small at only 4 %.

Figure 16 shows a comparison between the measured
and the calculated earth resistances for all line sections.
The percentage error for the earth resistances varies from
3.14 % to 22.97 % in the line sections and it is indepen-
dent of the section lengths. Therefore, the percentage error
is independent of distance between the substations. From
the graph, it is clear that earth measurements must be con-
ducted per line section rather than using a single value for all
sections.

Based on the results as discussed in this chapter, it is there-
fore, clear that there is value added in conducting impedance
measurements for 2 × 25 kV AC traction systems. The per-
centage error between the impedance calculated from data
sheets and the measured impedance is very significant and
can result in over-reaching or under-reaching, thus, resulting
in inaccurate and incorrect fault detection and operation of
the relays.

The significant difference in the calculated impedance
and the measured impedances can be attributed to the
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FIGURE 16. MPS to APS1 Feeder Measured and Calculated Impedance
Comparison.

FIGURE 17. Measured and calculated earth resistance comparisons for all
line sections illustrated in Figure 11.

OHW system configuration and the earth conditions that
are described in section I of this paper. These include the
soil resistivity, the line configuration, the feeder wire height,
the contact wire height, earth wire height and the use of drop-
pers relative to ground. In addition, a traction OHW system
has constantly changing stagger and heights, for example,
under the bridges, and cut and cover sections. The catenary
system is expected to have a significant difference or error
in calculated results as compared to the feeder because it is
a combination of a contact wire and a catenary wire with
several droppers along the entire network. It also contains
a number of cross-overs and tension weights, whereas the
feeder and earth wire are relatively straight conductors.

The earth return compensation factors are as shown
in Tables 8 and 9, and on Figure 17. The results show that
the line sections have different compensation factors. As can
be seen in Figure 17, it is, therefore, important that when
applying protection settings, this factor should be measured
for each section and the settings should be based on this rather

FIGURE 18. Comparison between the default setting and the measured
compensation to earth circuit factor.

than default settings. Using a default setting and applying
same settings in all sections can result in inaccurate protection
settings.

IX. CONCLUSION
Without conducting line impedance measurements, the dis-
tance protection settings depend on the manual calculations
and simulations using conductor data from themanufacturers.
The conductor impedance per unit length is given by the
manufacturers and total impedance is then calculated.

In this paper, the process of analysis and measurements of
line and earth impedances was conducted in order to compare
with theoretical or calculated values as given by the original
equipment manufacturers of the conductors. As explained in
the discussion and analysis of results, it is clear that measure-
ments must be done as this process helps in improving the
accuracy of impedance relay protection settings.

Measurements automatically take into consideration other
factors influencing the impedances such as earthing grid,
BEC, AEC, rail and other OHW components along the feeder
and catenary. These measured impedances are used to recal-
culate protection settings to make them more accurate and
reduce errors in relay operation. The earth return compensa-
tion factor KE for each line section must the calculated from
the measured impedances so that a correct protection setting
can be applied.
Future Work: The overall results support the need for an

impedance factor to be derived and included in future cal-
culations to make the protection settings more accurate. The
derived factor can only be used during design and implemen-
tation phase, however, once the system has been installed
and the correct relays have been selected for the purpose,
accurate measurements must be conducted and applied to
the protection settings. Furthermore, an analysis can be done
on the relation between the percentage error in catenary
impedances to the total number of weights, and crossovers
in a line section, and this can further be correlated to an
impedance factor.
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There is further opportunity in future work and through
simulations, to show the influence of the autotransformers
on fault impedances and how the measured fault impedances
would relate to the distance to fault. Furthermore, there is an
opportunity for future work on how the relationship between
the calculated and measured impedances and their influence
on the traction load and how far the impedances obtained by
each one of the two methods would encroach on the traction
load and the regenerative region in the characteristics of the
relay used.
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